The information for student/Erasmus student

Important information for Erasmus students

As Erasmus student of CU, please, follow the following instructions:

Erasmus+

Dear Erasmus students,
We would like to welcome you in HVĚZDA Hall of Residence of Charles University in Prague. We hope that your stay in our Hall of Residence will be a pleasant one and to help with that we have put together the following list of information you might find useful.

Hvězda

Dear Erasmus students,
We would like to welcome you in HOSTIVAŘ Hall of Residence of Charles University in Prague. We hope that your stay in our Hall of Residence will be a pleasant one and to help with that we have put together the following list of information you might find useful.

Hostivař

Dear Erasmus students,
We would like to welcome you in VĚTRNÍK Hall of Residence of Charles University in Prague. We hope that your stay in our Hall of Residence will be a pleasant one and to help with that we have put together the following list of information you might find useful.

Větrník

Dear Erasmus students,
We would like to welcome you in TRÓJA (= 17th of NOVEMBER) Hall of Residence of Charles University in Prague. We hope that your stay in our Hall of Residence will be a pleasant one and to help with that we have put together the following list of information you might find useful.

Trója

Request for holiday accommodation
Request for accommodation the academic year 2017/2018
Supplement No. 1 to the contract for accommodation
Sample Contract for accommodation/download
Attachment 1 to the accommodation contract and transfer protocol for the room